
“Settle” 
Learning To Tolerate Restriction

Why train it?
There will be many situations in which you will need to physically restrain your dog. This may happen during 
grooming, when you interrupt play between dogs or if you need to stop them from eating sometime off the ground. 
It’s important that your dog learn to become calm immediately upon being restrained. The following training 
practice will condition your dog to become still and wait calmly when you reach for his or her collar. 

Warm Up:
• Play Fetch or Tug-O-War with your dog. 
• In the middle of the game, stop and put the toy away. Take a few deep breaths. 
• Then squat down and encourage your dog over to you. Hold onto her collar or harness with one 

hand and very softly begin petting your dog’s side or back with a long relaxed motion. 
• Watch your dog’s feet, face and tail. When you see your dog’s feet become still for 5 full seconds, 

her mouth and eyes become relaxed and soft and her breathing slow you can say “yes” and release 
your collar hold. 

• As a reward pick up your dogs toy and begin playing again.

Game One:
• Have a friend hold your dog’s collar as you step a few feet away with a handful of treats.
• Place 4 - 8 treats on the floor scattered around the room. Do this in a way that your dog can 

clearly see what you are doing. 
• Walk back to your dog and take her collar. Walk towards the closest treat and wait. Your dog will 

likely lean forward to get closer to the treat she can smell. 
• Preform the calming exercises described in the warm up above. Watch your dog’s feet, face and 

tail. When you see your dog’s feet become still for 5 full seconds, her mouth and eyes become 
relaxed and soft and her breathing slow you can say “yes” and release your collar hold. Allow your 
dog to take the treat she was waiting in front of.

• Repeat this same procedure for each of the other food treats that were places around the room.

Game Two:
• Have a friend hold your dog’s collar again as you step a few feet away with a handful of treats. 

Place 4 - 8 treats on the floor scattered around the room just as with game one. 
• Walk back to your dog and take her collar. Walk towards the closest treat and wait with your 

hand holding the collar. Your dog will likely lean forward to get closer to the treat she can smell 
but this time very calmly give your dog a sit command as you preform the calming procedure 
described above. 

• As your dog sits in a calm relaxed position with you holding her collar you can say “settle”. This 
will begin to build an association between the word settle and the act of settling down.  

• You can then finally say “yes” and release your dog to get the closest treat. Repeat the same activity 
with each treat around the room.
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